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The beloved debut novel about an affluent Indian family forever changed by one fateful day in 1969, from the author of The Ministry of Utmost
Happiness NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • MAN BOOKER PRIZE WINNER Compared favorably to the works of Faulkner and Dickens,
Arundhati Roy’s modern classic is equal parts powerful family saga, forbidden love story, and piercing political drama. The seven-year-old
twins Estha and Rahel see their world shaken irrevocably by the arrival of their beautiful young cousin, Sophie. It is an event that will lead to
an illicit liaison and tragedies accidental and intentional, exposing “big things [that] lurk unsaid” in a country drifting dangerously toward
unrest. Lush, lyrical, and unnerving, The God of Small Things is an award-winning landmark that started for its author an esteemed career of
fiction and political commentary that continues unabated.
Read this classic Harlequin Presents from NYT bestselling author Penny Jordan! A marriage of convenience—to her enemy! Once Joel and
Lissa had known each other as teenagers. She’s spent the intervening years wanting to forget him! Only now they are fighting over custody
of her sister’s young daughters. And Joel has a shocking proposal to break the deadlock: they get married! She might have loved him once,
but this is the man she’s hated for years! But for her sister’s sake she’s sworn she’d do anything for her nieces…even this? Originally
published in 1985.
Princess Aliyah arrives to her wedding in a black wedding dress. This is a declaration of war to her husband, King Kamal. Seven years ago,
the two were in a relationship, but he messed around with her and then left her. Now, the two of them end up in an arranged marriage, and
she is being forced to give him an heir. Aliyah treats him coldly during the ceremony and that resistence awakens something within him. As
the drums pronounce them husband and wife, Kamal takes Aliyah into the depths of the palace into his bedroom. Unable to hold himself back
anymore, he rips off her black dress...
Re-read this classic romance by New York Times bestselling author Penny Jordan! A bond was forged the day Claire saved the infant heir to
the desert kingdom of Omarah from assassins. Otherwise, she wouldn't have agreed to masquerade as the boy's mother - and Raoul
D'Albro's unwanted wife. But nothing could shield Claire from his powerful masculinity or their mutual desire! Originally published in 1984.
Prince al Drac'ar al Karim, Sheikh of Dhurahn,must find a bride for his brother—and whobetter than Englishwoman Sadie Murray, whois
stranded and jobless in the desert. But Drax must make sure that Sadie is asvirginal as she seems. While he has her in hispower she's his to
command, and he'll test herwife-worthiness at every opportunity.
Her marriage to the wealthy Marcus ended after only three years. Vanessa left his house in sadness, but she was suddenly struck with
nausea. One year later, Vanessa is helping with her aunt’s bakery. Vanessa’s dream is to deliver her aunt’s pastries all over the United
States, so she wants to expand the business. One day, she receives an offer from an investor, who turns out to be her ex-husband, Marcus.
She can't let him find out about her secret! Vanessa tries to turn his investment offer down, but then Marcus tells her a surprising truth!
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Michelle Reid! Tempted to make her his bride? Millionaire Ethan Hayes
considered Eve to be a spoilt little rich girl hell-bent on bringing men to their knees. But when she was senselessly attacked, Ethan offered to
pose as her fiancé to calm her elderly Greek grandfather’s fears. Suddenly Ethan was with Eve 24/7, and it was all he could do to prevent
himself from giving in to temptation. Because, at the end of the coming fortnight, their mock engagement would be over. Then, surely, Ethan
would be forgotten as Eve continued on her wicked, teasing way…? Originally published in 2002.
"Nine month wedding night scandal! Nico Eliades is back on the idyllic Greek island of Xanos to uncover long-buried family secrets. He can't
help but notice a bride in a crumpled wedding dress sitting on the steps of his hotel. Constantine's orchestrated marriage is over before the
wedding night. A humiliated virgin bride, she longs to feel desired, and at Nico's skilled hands she experiences white-hot passion. But their
one night brings more than just shame on Constantine and her family ... . Constantine has no choice but to reveal her bombshell to Nico--yet
still her fingers tremble as she dials the number for Eliades Enterprises"--Publisher.
What a royal wants… Prince Hafiz devotes his days to his people and his nights to indulging his desires with his stunning American mistress,
Lacey Maxwell. But duty requires him to marry a "suitable" bride. In her deepest secret fantasies, Lacey naively hopes to one day wear
Hafiz's ring, until her dreams are shattered and he chooses someone else. Faced with the reality of a passionless union, Hafiz realizes the
years spent with Lacey have done nothing to slake his hunger for her. Instead he's determined to turn his only vice into a virtue for the sake
of his country…and each other!
It is the wedding the world thought would never happen - two of Greece's oldest feuding families to finally unite. But the marriage is not as it
seems. Alesia has been bought by Sebastian. Now all he wants is a child to bind the feuding families. Little does he know that is somthing
Alesia would never give him.
Re-read this classic romance by New York Times bestselling author Penny Jordan. Innocent Danielle is horrified to learn her beloved
stepfather has arranged her marriage to his nephew. It’s clear Jourdan thinks a woman’s place is within the palace walls, but Danielle can’t
help but be drawn to her brooding suitor. Marriage to him would only destroy her...wouldn’t it? Originally published in 1982. Mills & Boon
Modern — Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
Held captive in the desert! Stranded in the sands, Katrina is rescued by the Sheikh and taken back to his lavish desert camp.... She has to
marry the Sheikh.... In order to protect her, he will have to wed her! Then he discovers that she's a virgin! He's a desert sheikh who lives by a
strict code of honor: Katrina must become his wife...for real!
For one year only Once, Ella Gilchrist had the gall to turn down playboy prince Zarif al Rastani's proposal. To ensure peace and stability to
his country Zarif must now marry, so when Ella returns begging for his help, he'll give it…on one condition. Three years ago, Zarif needed only
moments to ignite a passion in her that left her breathless, until his adamant declaration that he could never love her broke her heart. But if
she is to rescue her family from imminent and permanent ruin, Ella must agree to a year of marriage, on his arm and in his bed!
On her twenty-first birthday, Kalila is pledged to marry the King of Calista. But first she must be delivered to her husband-to-be. Scarred, sexy
sheikh Prince Aarif, the king's brother, is sent to escort her. However, willful virgin Kalila tries to escape and Aarif has to catch her. In the
desert heat his scorching desire for her ignites—a desire that is forbidden!—and Aarif claims Kalila's virginity, even though she can never be
his! When she walks up the aisle on the day of her wedding, Kalila's heart is in her mouth: who will be waiting at the altar to become her
husband?
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA Today bestselling author Michelle Reid, now available for the first time in e-book! The bride
had a secret… Joanna adored her husband, but knew she could never give him what he really needed. That was why she walked out on their
marriage two years ago. Now Joanna has no choice but to return to Sandro for help. He agrees, but on one condition: that she return as his
wife—to his bed! Joanna loves Sandro more than ever, but can she face a replay of their disastrous wedding night? Surrender to Sandro
means revealing the secret she’s kept hidden from him all along. Passion is the risk that Joanna must take—if she’s to save her marriage…
Originally published in 1998
Alejandro Navarro Vasquez, the Conde Olivares, has long desired vengeance…. His wife betrayed him with an act that, by the proud
Spaniard's code, was unforgivable. What's more, the breakdown of their marriage is a bitter truth that undermines Alejandro's every
achievement. Alejandro's opportunity for justice comes when the private detective he's hired pinpoints Jemima's whereabouts…and delivers
the news that she has a two-year-old son. Clearly her wanton ways have led to an illegitimate birth…. But no matter: Alejandro is determined
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to settle the score with his runaway wife.
Passionate Protection Re-read this classic romance by New York Times bestselling author Penny Jordan! Jessica
Forbes will do anything to protect her cousin, Isabel, even pretend to be her—she just never imagined it would result in her
agreeing to work with the captivatingly arrogant Sebastian Calvadores. Sebastian seems to have nothing but contempt
for innocent Jessica, but the callous aristocrat has her pulse racing whenever he enters a room… She doesn't know if
she'll ever be able to change his mind about her, but she's finding it impossible to resist her longing for the Spaniard's
touch! Originally published in 1983
Desert prince Shahir has three simple rules: never sleep with a virgin, never get involved with an employee and never get
married.... But rules are made to be broken! Kirsten is innocent and penniless, and Shahir can't resist her. Soon she's
pregnant with the sheikh's baby! Prince Shahir's honor dictates only one thing--Kirsten must become his bride!
Caroline, the daughter of the noble Newbury family, never wanted to return to the place where she fell passionately in
love with Luiz and had her heart broken. But in order to pay back her family’s debts and save them from bankruptcy,
that’s exactly what she must do. Luiz owns her family’s debts, and he hasn’t changed one bit! His amber eyes still
intoxicate her. So she’s already off balance when he makes her an unbelievable proposal. They’ll make a wager and if
she wins, he’ll write off the entire debt. But if she loses…her bloodline will be his!
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham, now available for the first time in e-book!
Knight in shining armour… or avenging angel? International businessman Luciano de Valenza saved the Linwood family’s
failing wine business and swept beautiful Kerry Linwood off her feet. Yet Kerry secretly feared Luciano didn’t want her,
but rather the wine empire she would inherit. When money was embezzled from the business Luciano was locked up
along with Kerry’s heart. Five years later, Luciano is back and out to clear his name. He’s certain that he was framed by
the Linwoods and he’s planning to take everything that’s theirs—beginning with Kerry. He might have loved her in the
past, but now he’s more determined than ever to have her…for revenge! Originally published in 2003
“Starting today, you’re an Arabian princess.” In order to save her family by receiving a huge dowry, Polly marries a
complete stranger, the prince of Dahrein. Her husband, Prince Raschid, is cold and controlling. Being married to him
feels hopeless and dark. But even as she revolts against the life he has given her, she can’t resist his nightly seduction!
With this ring… Beautiful doctor Ellie Dixon once rejected Rio Benedetti's passionate advances—and the fiery Italian hasn't
forgotten the insult! Ellie arrives in Italy bearing an antique sapphire ring and claiming to be the daughter of Rio's
godfather, which reawakens his rage…and a devastating longing! I thee claim! Rio won't stop until he uncovers Ellie's
captivating curves—her heated surrender can't come quickly enough! Facing the consequences of their abandon, Rio
realizes Ellie's pregnancy will break his godfather's heart. There's one solution: Rio will have to seduce her all the way to
the altar…
One day, out of the blue, Tina receives a phone call from her mother, the woman who abandoned her for a
multimillionaire when she was only six months old. Now she is asking Tina for help because her house is about to fall into
the hands of Luca Barbarigo, the man she owes money to. When Tina hears his name, she is dumbstruck; it brings back
the worst memory of her life. Three years ago, she slept with him and got pregnant?and he put her through hell
afterward. She never wanted to see his face again, but now she has no choice but to go to Venice to help her mother and
confront Luca. When she arrives, he makes an unbelievable proposal?he’ll forgive her mother’s debt if Tina agrees to
be his kept woman for a month!
The Arabian Love-ChildHarlequin ComicsHarlequin / SB CreativeA Passionate MarriageHarlequin
She devised her own standards for the perfect man. Now, can she resist him? Betina Krahn, the New York Times bestselling author of Sweet
Talking Man and The Soft Touch, is at her most charming and witty in this enchanting tale of unlikely love. She vowed never to be married....
Sister Eloise was perhaps the most well intentioned novice at the Convent of the Brides of Virtue — and the one always in the most trouble.
Headstrong and earnest, she was determined to surprise her frustrated abbess and succeed in her latest role as the convent’s new husband
judge. But to do so this modest beauty, who had forsaken all carnal pleasure, must judge a warrior whose mere presence exuded a
dangerous, unpredictable, and totally male sensuality. He’d do anything to be a husband.... Peril, earl of Whitmore, needed a virtuous wife in
the worst possible way. And he could think of no way worse than taking a stubborn, opinionated young novice back to his blighted estate and
proving he was husband material. But in the days and nights to come he finds that the one test he can’t pass is resisting this maddeningly
irresistible woman. And as the dark secret of the Whitmore estate is revealed and their passion ignited by a single forbidden touch, they find
that the perfect match is often made in a far more sensuous place than heaven.
Few dare to defy global hotel magnate Zak Constantinides—he's the boss and everyone knows it! So when his London interior designer turns
out to have dug her gold-digging claws into his brother, Zak's solution is to transfer her…to New York! Emma may have more skeletons in her
closet than most, but Zak's brother isn't one of them. The temptation to take her impossibly arrogant boss down a peg or three is too much to
resist. So while with him in New York, she'll play the role he's given her and be every bit as bad as he thinks she is….
?A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!?While working part-time in a high-end department store in London during the
Christmas season, Cassie recommends some candles to an especially gorgeous customer, who then buys half a dozen of them. When the
man, Giancarlo, invites her to dinner, she turns him down. When he forgets to take his candles with him, she ends up delivering them herself.
But when she arrives, a romantic dinner with a sexy man awaits her. Could there be any harm in sitting down at the table?
The Balfour Legacy A PROUD, POWERFUL DYNASTY Absolute scandal has rocked the core of the infamous Balfour family. The glittering,
gorgeous daughters are in disgrace... Powerful tycoon Oscar Balfour has only one option– to cut his daughters off from their lavish lifestyles.
He draws up a set of rules that each of his daughters must abide by, enlists his most powerful contacts and sends each girl on her way to
learn the lessons of life...and love! They're sent to the boldest, most magnificent men to be wedded, bedded...and tamed! And so begins a
scandalous saga of dazzling glamour and passionate surrender BELLA'SDISGRACE They had probably never even heard of the Balfours out
here in the desert. Bella Balfour, fashion icon and wild child, is not enjoying herself. Her father has sent her to the middle of nowhere it must
be punishment for her scandalous behaviour. She has to get back to civilisation! So Bella steals a horse and heads for the nearest city the
sheikhdom of Al–Rafid. Bella finds herself trapped in the desert with devastatingly gorgeous Sheikh Zafiq Al–Rafid and, on a whim, pretends
to be an anonymous, everyday girl. But when the two leave their idyllic oasis, will Bella be able to convince the Sheikh that she's changed her
party–girl ways?
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Bonnie, a real-estate broker, was puzzled by the unexpected excitement in her heart when she met Jordan, who was looking for a luxury
home. But he appears to have a fianc?e. She attends to him while keeping her feelings concealed, but as she goes on to show him various
properties, her crush becomes uncontrollable. Meanwhile, Jordan, who was supposedly looking for a property for his future wife and himself,
eventually finds himself drawn to Bonnie. While surprised by their feelings for each other, they part ways that day. Little do they know that
soon their lives will change forever!
One night back in her husband's bed… The inability to have a child left Joanna and Matt Novak's passionate marriage in tatters. But when
Joanna asks her tycoon husband for a divorce, Matt makes it clear he expects them to remain married…in the most intimate of ways! As
tempers flare, the raging desire between them explodes—just once more, Matt and Joanna give in to the thrill of each other's touch. In the
shattering aftermath of their explosive encounter, they agree to part ways…until Joanna discovers one tiny consequence of their night
together—she's carrying Matt's baby!
Carrie Richards has stepped into the glittering life of Greek billionaire Alexeis Nicolaides. Luxurious hotels, designer clothes and rare jewels
are all hers…and what they share in the bedroom is explosive. But the consequences of one night lead to a shocking end to Carrie's fairy tale.
She discovers Alexeis is not her Prince Charming—he's a man who'll make her his, no matter what the cost!
Laura stands frozen in front of the gates of a castle that looks straight out of a dark fairy tale. The owner’s name is Richard, and she wonders
if he’s as terrifying as all the villagers say. But no matter what sort of man Richard is, she was sent here as a nanny and must look after his
daughter. However, Richard swiftly and bluntly rejects the young Laura. She tries to find a way to get him to accept her as a nanny, but that is
difficult to do when he keeps to the darkness in order to hide his scars. Richard was injured in an accident, but Laura wants him to come out
into the light. It’s not just for his daughter Kelly’s sake, it’s for her sake and Richard’s, too!
Business tycoon and infamous playboy Alexio Christoulakis wasn't the marrying kind. Then one of the most powerful and
wealthy men in Greece offers Alexio his daughter's hand in marriage, and Alexio decides that maybe a wife—especially
one as compelling as Ione Gakis—might not be a bad idea after all. Unbeknownst to anyone outside of the Gakis family,
Ione was adopted and has been fostered in an abusive and neglectful environment—a desperate prisoner on her
tyrannical father's luxurious island. Marriage to Alexio can mean only one thing: escape. And if that means marrying a
complete stranger and fleeing to England to find her real family, then the sooner Ione can get that wedding ring on her
finger, the better.— But despite his compassion for Ione, Alexio won't tolerate a runaway wife. And he's going to make
damn sure Ione never leaves his side—or his bed!
A year ago, Lena made love to Spanish millionaire Alejandro, who promptly left her. She decided to take care of their
son, Miguel, all by herself. But then Alejandro suddenly shows up and tries to take her baby away. She resists, but he
says she had no choice but to marry him if she wants to keep the child. He takes her to a large castle atop a hill in Spain,
but Lena still isn’t sure what’s prompted his sudden proposal.?This work is originally colored.?This work is originally
colored.
Re-read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer Aura Jones knows that she and
successful financial businessman James Ballantine could light up the skies with their desire for each other. But falling in
love with him is a risk she can't allow herself to take, not whilst she's still haunted by the secrets in her past. Aura knows
James has been disillusioned—he needs a woman who has a spotless reputation, not one fuelled by scandal, like Aura's.
She must call off their affair before things go too far. But can Aura continue to hold herself back, once their red-hot
passion has been unleashed…? Originally published in 1987
She can save her marriage--by getting pregnant! A year has passed since Leona left her husband, Sheikh Hassan ben
Khalifa Al-Qadim. She misses him very much, but what was the point of staying when she'd failed to deliver the one thing
Hassan needed--a child and heir? When Hassan tricks her into returning to him, Leona is furious and puzzled. Why does
he want her by his side again and back in his bed?
When fragile Emelia awoke from her coma she had no recollection of the strikingly handsome man before her, whose
eyes glittered like fine-cut gems—hard and impenetrable. But he aroused something within her…. Javier Mélendez had
wed Emelia for convenience and bedded her for pleasure. The rules in place during their marriage had suited him
perfectly, and he'd ensured his trophy wife adhered to them…. But as Emelia's memory slowly returned, she seemed to be
laboring under a misapprehension…that their marriage was based on love!
Wanting his wife...back! Greek tycoon Leandros Petronades married Isobel on the heels of a wild affair. But, within a ear,
the marriage crashed and burned. Three years later Leandros wants to finalize their divorce. He's found a girl who will
make him a suitable wife...so unlike fiery Isobel! But face-to-face again with Isobel in Athens, Leandros is in for a shock:
their all-consuming mutual attraction is just as strong as ever! Suddenly, his plan has changed and he's ready to tame his
headstrong wife...by whatevermeans it takes!
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